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A LABVIEW-BASED CHANNEL ERROR SIMULATOR

Stephen Horan
New Mexico State University

ABSTRACT

A PC-based space channel error simulator that includes differing forward and return data
links, independent statistical characterization of the data links, and link propagation delay
has been developed. The LabVIEW programming language has been used to configure
this containing all of the error generation and processing in software. The simulator is
used for testing networking protocols in a simulated space channel environment and can
be used for other types of channels as well. This paper describes the design goals,
hardware configuration, software, and testing of the simulator. This technique allows for
rapid development and validation of the simulator.
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INTRODUCTION

There exists a need for designers and developers of many types of systems to have a
methods for conveniently testing a variety of communications parameters for an overall
system design. This is no different when testing network protocols as when testing
modulation formats. In this paper, a means of providing a networking test device
specifically designed to be used for space communications is discussed. The need for
such a test configuration has grown out of the desire to reduce the risk of using new
protocols on space missions where easy change-out of non-working components cannot
be readily accomplished. This is coupled with the desire in the space communications
community to extend Internet networking concepts to the satellite itself thereby making it
necessary to have a simulation environment where the networking protocols can
experience the types of delays and errors as would be found in a real space channel. The
test environment reported on here is a PC-based Virtual Instrument (VI) programmed
using the LabVIEW™ version 5 [1] software suite developed by National Instruments™.
This instrument was designed to be portable and usable by others without special,
additional equipment. The programming was designed to replace a VME-based hardware
module developed earlier at New Mexico State University (NMSU) [2] and to provide
expanded capabilities exceeding the baseline configuration existing in that module. This



module allowed for only one direction of data flow and was difficult to use and maintain
due to being in a wire-wrapped development board. In this configuration, modifications
and expansions were difficult to make. When the hardware recently failed, we decided to
recast the simulator in a new configuration. In this paper, we will examine the design
goals for this Space-to-Ground Link Simulator (SGLS), the PC host configuration for the
simulator, the selection of the programming language, and the virtual instrumentation
modules for the simulator components. The test and validation methodology for the
software will also be presented.

SIMULATOR DESIGN GOALS

The design of the simulator for modeling satellite channel error scenarios was based on
the following goals to replicate the statistical and delay characteristics of a satellite
channel:

a. Allow for simultaneous bi-directional data flow across forward and return data
channels;

b. Allow independent, user-selectable error rates and statistical descriptions for both
channels;

c. Allow time-variable error rates over several minutes as would be found in a
satellite pass;

d. Allow different data rates on the forward and return channels as would be found in
satellite links, e.g. 2400 baud forward and 115200 baud return;

e. Provide for a simulated delay as typically found in satellite channels with delay
values programmable up to 5 seconds each on the forward and return links.

At this time, all goals have been developed except for the time-variable error rate
capability that is in development.

While most satellite links consist of one or two hops of ¼-second delay, NASA is
interested in communications with spacecraft as far away as the L1 orbital position of the
proposed Triana satellite which corresponds to a 10-second round-trip delay.

By using a PC-based configuration and not a generic networking simulator package, we
believe the VI configuration to allow for several advantages, including:

a. Allowing tests on actual data streams with operating system and protocol
interactions included in the testing and not simulations of those data streams;

b. Providing portability so that all or parts of the simulator might be placed in a
laptop PC with appropriate interface cables;

c. Can be configured to work with multiple networking and communications
technologies (RS-232, RS-422, Ethernet, etc.).



The SGLS simulations are designed to be conducted at baseband and not include any
direct effects of link modulation. This is done for two reasons. Firstly, it allows for
simulating network channels other than modulated channels so it can be used in
applications other than space channels. Secondly, we are really interested in testing the
performance of the networking protocols over the channel and the modulation provides
an additional layer of complexity to the simulation environment without providing more
accurate results when looking at protocol performance. If there are modulation losses in
the system, then the bit error rate and statistical descriptions of the link can be adjusted to
match the expected performance without explicitly modulating the data.

SELECTION OF VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

The original NMSU channel simulator was difficult to maintain and was entirely written
in the C programming language. When the module was redesigned, a new programming
platform was considered as part of the process. The decision was made to configure a
Virtual Instrument using the LabVIEW programming architecture. LabVIEW was chosen
for the following reasons:

a. the programming language is available on PC, Macintosh, and UNIX platforms;
b. the programming language is object-oriented and allows for modular code

development;
c. the programming language provides for convenient access to PC communications

ports (RS-232 and Ethernet) for data flow through the modules which is especially
helpful in a Windows-based environment.

LabVIEW is a graphical programming language that is data driven and not strictly
sequence driven (it only operates on data as it becomes available). Additionally,
LabVIEW manages all memory and I/O functions that normally the high-level language
programmer would need to manage through programs and drivers. The selection of
LabVIEW allowed the simulator to be completely reconfigured and enhanced in a
manner of a few months. This was considerably faster than the original development
cycle that included C program development and wire-wrap board development.

SIMULATOR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

The Space-to-Ground Link Simulator is configured on three PC platforms as illustrated in
Figure 1. All three computers are running Windows 95 and host separate LabVIEW
programs to perform a specific instrumentation function of the overall SGLS. The
primary PC is the one physically located in the middle of the configuration in Figure 1.
This computer performs the channel error generation function for the forward and return
links. The error generation technique allows for independent error rates on the forward
and return links being simulated. This PC is directly connected to the two PCs labeled
“rate change” using two RS-232 ports in each of the forward and return directions (four



total) to provide independent data flow in the forward and return directions. These two
PCs have two functions: provide the forward and return link propagation delays and
provide the splitting and merging of the independent data channels for the source and
destination computers. To provide forward and return links at different data rates over
RS-232 links, the source and destination computers need to interface with a common link
rate at each end. This link rate is then split inside the rate-change PCs by routing the
forward and return links to separate RS-232 ports with the desired data rates. In practice,
the highest desired link rate is used as the interface rate to the source and destination
computers and all along the forward or return link requiring it (usually it is the return
link). The other link is then set for the lower rate and run at that rate inside the SGLS.

Figure 1 - SGLS Computer Configuration

Finally, the source and destination computers in Figure 1 provide the end points for the
data transport for the protocols under test. In this case, these computers are PCs running
Red Hat Linux version 5.2. These computers interface with the rate-change PCs over an
RS-232 link as well. These computers have test data files of length 1 KB, 10 KB, 100
KB, and 1000 KB that are used in the networking throughput tests. The Linux operating
system provides the link layer protocol (PPP in this case) for the end-to-end data
transport. Inside the SGLS, data are treated as a serial byte stream.
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SIMULATOR SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION

The SGLS simulator software was built around standard LabVIEW functions configured
to perform specific functions in each of the simulator PCs. The error-generator PC
program is illustrated in Figure 2. The basic flow of the program is to

a. at startup, prompt the user for the files containing the statistical error distributions
for the forward and return data links;

b. at startup, configure the computer serial ports based on user input for the data rate
and port number;

c. in a While Loop, the program checks both the forward and return link ports for
available data and if there are data, it performs a byte-wise Exclusive Or of the
appropriate error vector with the data stream;

d. the While Loop step is repeated as quickly as the PC will allow until the user
terminates the program.

Figure 2 - Error Generation Program



The channel error generation process can be modeled as a two-input Exclusive-Or gate.
The first input is the transmitted data stream. The second input is vector of random 0s and
1s drawn from the appropriate statistical distribution describing the channel. The output
is the original data stream modified by a random pattern of bit errors. At every bit
location where a data bit is Exclusive Ored with a logic 0 from the error vector, the data
bit is unchanged. However, at every location where a data bit is Exclusive Ored with a
logic 1 from the error vector, the data bit is complemented [3]. To properly model a
channel, the user needs the statistical description of the channel error generation
mechanism. A typical channel error statistical description is Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) where the errors are described by a Gaussian random process
parameterized by the link Energy-per-bit-to-Noise-density ratio (Eb/No) [4]. Previous
work at NMSU [5] resulted in the generation of a computer program where the user could
specify an Eb/No value, the number of bit errors to be generated in the error vector, and
the type of statistics to be used. The program would produce a vector meeting this
specification and save it in a file. The vector would be all 0s except for a 1 at the
locations where the bit errors are to occur. The 1s would be distributed over the vector
according to the statistics specified by the user. The program was designed to develop
vectors for AWGN, radio frequency interference, and mixed noise-and-interference
environments. Modifying the program will allow other statistical distributions to be
generated. For all of the testing done to date, the AWGN statistical model was used. In
the LabVIEW program, the error vector is of finite length and generated before running
the tests. The length of the error vectors is limited only by the available computer
memory. When the vector has been used once, the index on the vector is reset and the
error pattern is restarted at the beginning. For this reason, all error vectors have at least
ten error positions in them. Error vectors covering Eb/No from 0 dB through 11 dB were
generated allowing statistical distributions down to a BER of 10-6 to be tested.

The rate splitting and merging programs have similar modes of operation and their
graphical programs are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. Each program is based on a loop
running as quickly at the PC will allow. During each pass through the loop, the data ports
are checked for data availability. If data are present on either the forward or return link,
they are read into the module at the input data rate. The module in Figure 3 allows for
propagation delay on the forward link while the module in Figure 4 allows for
propagation delay on the return link. In both modules, the other link is not delayed.
During the delay processing, the time and number of bytes just read from the input port
are stored in arrays. The data is concatenated to end of an array containing previously
read data. During every loop iteration, the current time is checked against the time of the
oldest data block. If the delay has passed, the number of bytes of data that had been
stored are removed from the data array. The non-delayed data and any available delayed
data are then routed to the appropriate port with its corresponding data rate. The input and
output data rates can be different to allow for different forward and return link rates.



Figure 4 - Program to delay the return link and provide forward and return
rate splitting

Figure 3 - Program to delay the forward link and provide forward and return
rate splitting



TESTING AND VALIDATION

As module development proceeded, each new feature was tested prior to using it with
networking testing. The bulk of these tests included sending data files from a source to a
destination computer and verifying correct operation via such means as

a. displaying processing results to the PC screen to compare with hand calculations
b. using debug displays to trace program execution at each step and verify correct

operation and indexing through arrays
c. verifying execution timing does not change throughput results when compared

with the source and destination computers communicating over a dedicated RS-
232 link without the SGLS simulator in the path

A typical result for an ftp test is given in Figure 5 where the file transfer times for a
number of file sizes are compared when transmitted through the SGLS with a zero-error
vector and when transmitted with a dedicated RS-232 link. For each file size, a total of
ten transmissions were made with the error generation portion of the SGLS in the
transmission loop and ten transmissions without the error generation portion of the SGLS
in the loop. The differences between the tests are of the same size as the

Figure 5 - File transfer times when using the SGLS error module and a
null modem cable
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statistical variations within the test runs. From this, we conclude that the SGLS is not
making a significant change in the timing or operation of the protocols.

SIMULATOR USAGE

Typical usage of this simulator at NMSU has been to test TCP/IP and SCPS-FP
networking protocols for space-to-ground usage. This includes measurements of
throughput as a function of link bit error rate and channel data rate. A companion paper
in these Proceedings [8] describes this effort. The full details can be found in [6] and [7].
Other uses of the channel error simulator can be developed as long as a statistical model
of the channel characteristics and the required data rate can be provided. The simulator is
independent of data modulation type since it operates at baseband so any performance
loss due to the modulator/demodulator characteristics would need to be included in the
channel statistical characterization.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of a virtual instrumentation programming language such as LabVIEW has
allowed the rapid development, enhancement, and use of a satellite channel error
simulator. With this system, it has only take a few months to go from knowing nothing
about the programming language to having a functional, basic simulator operating.
Enhancements have been added with relative ease compared with the development cycle
needed for the original VME module. Because it is based on a PC-class computer
platform, the cost of developing and operating the instrument has been kept to a
reasonable level. The system has the potential of being made portable for use in remote
applications and can be done so now if only the channel error simulation is needed and
not the rate splitting or delay capabilities. The system is also able to work with other
communications protocols other than the RS-232 used here so that the basic simulator
can be easily modified for use in other environments. The statistics of the channel model
are pre-computed and can be varied to include models other than AWGN by changing an
external program.
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